
 
 

  

 

  

 
 

 
 

Welcome to the September, 2018 newsletter 
of our water sports and recreation club. This 
publication is issued when we have content, 
but approximately every two months.       

The content is, as always, dependent on 
contributions from you, the members. We 
welcome all submissions. 

Officers:      Commodore       Will Yount 
  Vice Commodore      Richard Sharpe 
  Rear Commodore      Norbert Hirsch 
  Port Captain       Mike Holbert 
  Fleet Captain       Jimmy McWaters 
  Multi Hull Fleet Captain     Bob Martinez 
  Communications Officer     Guy Skinner 
  Sergeant at Arms      Mike Adams 
  Secretary       Paula Sharpe 
Content: 

Commodore’s Corner 
      …………………………..……..……………...........................................William Yount 

Tri-Point / Multi-Hull Ocean Series 
  ………………………………………………………………..……..…… William Yount 

Prison Break 
  ……………………………………………………………………………. William Yount 

North Pacific Right Whale 
  ……………………………………………………………..………... Shelly R Johnson  
VSC Racing Calendar 
                   ……………………………………….……..……………… …………………..…..…VSC  
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by William Yount 
 

AKA - Happenings from the August / September Meetings 
 
Current VSC Vital Statistics 
*As reported by the Commodore 
 

• Paid members of SCYA, US Sailing Association and ASBCYC w/ Regatta Ins. 

•    Paid members for ’18 – 51 
 

✓ Keep sending in those dues for this year, send your $60 check in the mail to: 
Ventura Sailing Club 
4500 Antigua Way 
Oxnard, Ca. 93035 

 

• August/Sept; deposited $00 

• Paid out this month: $92.11 for giveaways and prizes 

• Current Bank Account: $5,113.99 w/outstanding debt giveaways and $500 regatta 
insurance due in November 

 
And Other Official Business…. 

 

• Hats and Burgees, on sale now at VSC meetings for only $20! 

• Business Cards – Pass them out to anyone interested in the best Sailing Club Ever 

• Website Updates – Rear Commodore Norbert Hirsch is on it, check out the Website! 
https://venturasailingclub.org/ 

• Splash – Well you must be reading it now… Thanks Paula! 
 

Recent/Upcoming Events Reported by Guest Speakers 
*Big thanks to these fearless souls who come up to the microphone and entertain the crowd! 
 

• The Prison Break 2018 was thrilling success in great conditions – see full report this 
issue of Splash! 

• Next Event – The Wild Turkey Classic Plastic – November 24th  
 

 
➢ Thanks again to everyone who comes out for the monthly meetings, and especially to 

Mike Holbert and the staff of the most excellent club house ever, the Victoria Pub and 
Grill! 

  



  

VSC continues with the third year of the Multihull Ocean Series which is comprised of three 
races.  One race is sponsored by VSC and the other two are sponsored by PBYC with a little 
help from VSC.  The VSC Frenchy’s Rum Run kicks it off, with the PBYC Milt Ingram race 
right behind it.  The Tri-Point is the third and last of the series.  Your club had three safety 
boats on the water to make sure the multi-hulled beach cats made it safely back to Ventura 
Harbor. 
 

 Frenchy’s Rum Run     June 23 (VSC) 

 Milt Ingram Ocean Race     July 7 (PBYC) 

 Tri-Point Ocean Race     August 18 (PBYC)

Well, I think it is probably safe to say that 
you have all heard the expression “it’s like 
trying to herd a bunch of cats”, so I’ll start 
you off with that to ponder as I give a quick 
synopsis of our job being safety boats for 
our local beach cat fleet during our local 
island races, in this particular case the Tri-
Point. Now, I’m not going to say that these 
beach cat sailors are any different than any 
other of our local racers, but then again 
they might be just a tad bit more unruly 
than the norm, just saying.. 
 Since I keep Safety Boat 2 (aka 
“Mudshark”) in the dry storage area by the 
Ventura Harbor launch ramp, the first 
phase of my duty begins by hanging 
around with the beach cat fleet as they 
launch their boats and make way to the 
start line at the Mandalay Buoy. I get the 
chance to chat with everybody and make 
sure they have their required safety 
equipment, and visually inspect their boats 
to make sure they are looking as 
seaworthy as possible. This is the easy 
part, the tough part is making sure they get 
off the dock in time to make it to the start 
line. For some reason they always feel a 
sense of optimism about how quickly they 
will sail the approximately 3nm to the line, 

but the wind does not always cooperate to 
make this happen. Therefore, I always 
splash SB2 as the last cats are leaving the 
harbor, and then follow them out to the 
line. As we get under way and the situation 
unfolds, I have to make the mental 
calculation of speed/distance/start time to 
determine when or if any of them will need 
a tow to get there on time, while trying not 
to help anybody unless it is obviously 
necessary. During this year’s Tri-Point I 
had 2 cats lagging behind but given their 
speed and conditions it was a close call as 
to whether or not they were going to make 
the start on time. As one was making 
better time than the other, I decided I better 
start towing the furthest back or they 
weren’t going to make it. I got them about 
½ nm from the start and dropped them off, 
then checked on the other potentially late 
boat that was making better time and still 
about the same distance away from the 
line. They were moving along pretty good 
at this point, so I decided I would let them 
try to make it on their own from there. Well, 
if the wind would have held a little stronger 
the both of them probably would have 
made it from where they were, but as it 
happened the wind dipped in speed at this 



critical juncture and neither of them got 
there on time. So, despite my efforts, the 
race committee had to postpone the start 
to make sure all the boats were there for 
the start sequence. Well, maybe I don’t let 
them cut it so close next time! But it is a 
tough decision with a lot of variables to be 
considered so we live and learn. 
  The next phase of the day is to 
‘herd the cats’ around the course and back 
to the finish line, hopefully keeping a visual 
on each boat throughout. Usually there are 
3 of us Safety Boats -1, 2, and 3 – but on 
this day SB3 (aka Little Yellow RIB) was 
out of action due to Captain Guy Skinner 
being under the weather and unable to 
come out as usual. So, it was up to SB1 
(aka Big Momma RIB skippered by Paula 
and Richard Sharp) and SB2 to keep track 
of the rather large fleet of 9 cats. As we 
began the first leg of the race heading to 
Gina, the fleet already began to splitting-up 
into 2 groups; one group heading straight 
to round close to Gina and others cracking 
off a bit and rounding further off to the SE 
of the rig. This gave SB1 and SB2 the 
obvious tactical decision of what to do 
next, so SB1 took the group to SE of Gina 
while SB2 had just enough time to sit by 
the rig and eat a quick lunch while waiting 
for the front-runners to arrive there. I 
mention getting in a quick lunch at this 
point because it is not always possible to 
get a break while following these 
speedsters, especially later in the day as 
the wind is usually picking up! So after a 
quick bite to eat, SB1 And I began our 
strategy of recording each competitor as 
they rounded the mark, in this way making 
sure that we have everyone accounted for. 
During this race, the fleet had already 
separated to the point that it took both of 
us to observe different parts of the course, 
SB1 making note of all the roundings to the 
SE and SB2 of those that went close to the 
mark. 
 With the fleet now on a reach to the 
west side Anacapa for leg 2, in a building 
breeze, things were starting to really heat 
up as the leaders were making 10-12knts 
of boat speed. Since the leaders were also 

the boats that had been near Gina, SB2 
was the obvious choice to follow out front 
while SB1 stayed toward the back of the 
fleet. Making things even more interesting 
this year was the approach of a Navy 
warship steaming straight through the 
middle of the fleet in the south bound 
shipping lane. SB1 will have to give the 
details on that, as it was their part of the 
fleet that was in the direct path of the ship 
but suffice it to say here that they all made 
it across safely and no shots were fired. 
Nice work SB1! While rapidly approaching 
the iconic Arch of Anacapa, it was evident 
there was also plenty of wind on the 
backside of Anacapa for the rounding of 
the island. At this point SB1 and SB2 were 
continuing to get spread pretty far apart 
from the front to the back of the fleet, and it 
looked like it would it stay that way to the 
finish (no restart on the backside of 
Anacapa as many times happens). This 
made it important for us to stay in 
communication to keep track of both ends 
of the fleet as they rounded each side of 
the island, it was not going to be possible 
to keep a constant visual on every member 
of this scattering herd of cats!  
 During the rounding of Anacapa, 
SB2 stayed as long as possible at the west 
end of Anacapa to record the passing of 
the first 3 boats of the fleet while SB1 
continued to monitor the back markers 
arriving at the Arch. I say ‘as long as 
possible’, because if I was to stay in 
contact with the leaders of this race I was 

going to have to start moving soon – even 
in a power boat it is not easy to catch up 



with to these cats when they get the 
breeze on a broad reach! About 10nm out 
from Ventura Harbor I gave a call to the 
PBYC race committee to advise them to 
man the finish line soon, even from that 
distance it would only be a matter of 
another 45 min. or so before the leaders 
would be flying past the finish line. At this 
point SB1 was still following the back of the 
fleet making their way around the West 
end of the island. This gives you an idea of 
the speeds and distances involved in trying 
to keep an eye on the whole fleet at once, 
not easy even for 2 fast RIBs!  
 So, back at the launch ramp with the 
early finishers, the PBYC race committee 
now making a final tally of the competitors 
coming in, and SB1 still keeping tabs on 
last of the fleet, it was clear everyone was 
accounted for and making it safely into the  
 

harbor. What a day of sailing, wind all the 
way around the course and a quick finish 
for the whole fleet! Well done intrepid 
beach cat sailors, wish all the races got 
that kind of breeze on the whole course!  

 

RESULTS 

 

Beach Cat spinnaker: 1—Raisin’ Hull, Jim Tomes, 4.1427; 2—Hooty Hoo Racing, Brian Willess, 4:2057; 3—Nine Lives, Tom 
MacDonald, 4.2200; 4—Elixer, Tim Hunter, 4.3597. 

 Beach Cat non-spinnaker: 1—Sailbad the Sinner, Bob Martinez, 3.7653; 2—Old Blue, Hall Stratton, 4.0717; 3—Gelli Bean, 
Bill Mattson, 4.1406; 4—Peggy Kerry Regan, 4.1456; 5—Kodama, Lance Inoue, 4.2202; 6—Flying Fish, Chris Picknally, 
4.4125; 7—Kat Attack, Simon Katzman, 4.9769.   

Things were going well in the Tripoint race, 
after slightly delayed start, the beach cats were 
splitting into two camps. One making straight 
for oil rig Gina and the other spread out along 

the coast, hoping for more wind. 
 

The early boats to the rig found they had plenty 
of wind and were off to the Arch Rock end of 
the island. 
 

However, the slower boats found themselves 
with two unexpected hazards on the course. 
Two of Uncle Sams Navy vessels came 
through the beach cat fleet at a fair old clip of 
knots. After several warnings to beach cats, on 
Channel 69 and channel 16 from Safety Boat 
1, and much closing of eyes and praying, the 
cats managed to avoid the warships (or 
perhaps the other way around) and the only 
problem left was the near precipitous wake. I 
have a vivid memory of one cat with hulls 
nearly vertical, crew clinging on for life as they 
passed through the port wake of the ships. 

 



 

Commodore’s Report by CWJ Yount 

 

 

This year’s Prison Break was attended by 
3 stalwart competitors. Smallest of the fleet 
was the Spitdog, the Del Rey 24 
singlehanded by Chuck Manley. Next up 
the scale in size. skippered by Mike 
Hopper and carrying one crew, was the 
Catalina 30 Wavelength. And rounding out 
the fleet was the largest of the bunch, 
Camelot, the Catalina 30 singlehanded by 
VSC Sergeant at Arms Mike Adams. 
Saturday’s weather was mostly overcast 
with sun breaking occasionally through the 
marine layer, but pleasantly warm and 
calm throughout the day. All the 
participants enjoyed hikes on the island, 
snorkeling, kayaking, and some cold 
beverages while talking story. A powerboat 
cruise was even taken to check out Fry’s 
Harbor, what a beautiful place, don’t miss it 
if you ever get a chance to anchor there for 
the night! Then a Captain’s Meeting was 
had, as per instructed in the NOR, at 
sundown on Camelot. Thanks Mike for the 
fresh pineapple, tea, and fine adult 
beverages provided to all! During the 
meeting some decisions were made, some 

were not made, and most of what went 
down was likely forgotten. In any case, 
everybody made it back safely to their 
boats and spent the night in a surprisingly 
rocky harbor after such a calm day. Where 
did that annoying chop come from 
anyway? 
 
Forward to Sunday morning, race day. 
Around 0945 Captain Manley suggested 

that we start the 23nm race back to the 
Mandalay Buoy at 1030 – all competitors 



agree to this 
arrangement 
and we make 
it so. Then 
the decision 
is made to 
split the 3 
boat fleet into 
3 classes. 
Spitdog – 
singlehanded 
non-spin; 
Camelot – 
singlehanded 
cruising-spin; 

and Wavelength spinnaker A. To win the 
class is to finish the course, this seems fair 
enough given the forecast for light winds. 
The countdown to the start was given on 
the radio by the Race Committee (your 
Commodore), and a horn to start the race 
at exactly 1030 prompted immediate 
anchor pulling and sail hoisting by all 3 
anxious competitors. Of course, the light 
wind that had been blowing all morning 
virtually stopped at the sound of the horn, 
making it a bit more difficult to ‘break out’ 
of Prisoner’s this year. With 2 strong old 
men aboard, Wavelength had the early 
advantage with Captain Hopper cracking 
the whip on his unfortunate crew Bob 
Shirley, who was digging in with a paddle 
to get Wavelength underway. Did you tell 
Bob why you brought him before the race 
Mike? Spitdog was next to start breaking 
free of the harbor, with only Chuck to 
paddle but being smallest he was on also 

the move early. Mike Adams, solo and 
largest of the fleet, got his sails up quickly 
but saved his energy and concentrated on 
sailing in the super light wind, smart move! 
Well, patience and hard work paid off and 
the fleet enjoyed a better breeze 
throughout the day, but this didn’t stop 
Chuck from calling it quits and being the 
first and only boat to DNF this year. Manley 
keeps the tradition alive, when was the last 
time you finished a race Chuck! Well, I 
shouldn’t complain, at least he is always 
there to quit, Spitdog is perhaps the most 

prolific entrant in the VSC fine calendar of 
events over the past few years. First to 
finish this year and winner of the Spin A 
fleet was Wavelength, arriving at the 
Mandalay Buoy at 16:13:15. Camelot then 
finished at 17:07:45 thus winning the 
Singlehanded Cruising Spin fleet. Good job 
everybody, way to get’er done! Fun times 
had by all! 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

                                                         By Shelly R Johnson 

After leaving Channel Islands Harbor, 

Oxnard, CA  the morning of July 5th, 2017, 

aboard the sailboat Zoarces, we searched 

for whales, other marine mammals and 

birds, but didn't sight any  whales until 

about 2 pm when we spotted a whale 

about a mile or so southeast from the east 

end of  East Anacapa Island in about 200 

feet of water.  It was clear that it was a 

whale we had not seen before since there 

were small, light colored patches, called 

callosities, at various locations on the head 

near the mouth and lower body (see fig. 1). 

 
The appearance of these callosities was 

quite different from the white patches on 

Grey whales.  Also, the mouth had a 

pronounced upward curve about halfway 

from the snout, and the eye was very close 

to the lower corner of the mouth.  

 

The head had portions of Giant kelp 

draped over the head.  It seemed to swim 

mostly near the surface in no particular 

direction where it was probably feeding on 

copepods and other planktonic organisms. 

It would occasionally dive below the 

surface and when it surfaced again it 

produced a spout that had the appearance 

of not one but two slightly separated 

vertical spouts.   

 

After consulting the books on marine 

mammals on board, we decided it was a 

North Pacific Right Whale.  Subsequently I 

sent pictures of the whale taken by regular 

crew members, Bruce Long and Mark 

Hoffman, to Professor Bruce Mate at the 

Oregon State Marine Mammal Institute, 

and he confirmed our identification as a 

representative of the North Pacific Right 

Whale species.  He encourages mariners 

to report to him their sightings of whales 

since they have an archive of pictures of 

Right whales, some with satellite tags and 

new sightings help them to understand the 

movements of these whales. 



 

These whales grow to about 60 feet in 

length and weigh up to about 100 tons, 

about twice the size of a Humpback whale, 

a species we often see in the Santa 

Barbara channel.  The distribution of the 

callosities is somewhat unique to each 

individual and is therefore helpful in 

identifying each individual whale.  Their 

critical habitat is in the southeast Bering 

sea north of the Aleutians Islands, but they 

are known to occur south to Baja 

California.   

 

It is estimated that the population 

consists of about 80 individuals with only 

one third of them being females.  In 

1835 there may have been as many as 

30,000 in the population. The species is 

clearly dangerously close to extinction.  

There are two other species of Right 

whales, the North Atlantic right whale and 

the Southern right whales.  The term right 

whale originates with the whalers in the 

1800's when they observed that only the 

Right whales floated when they were 

harpooned while the other species would 

sink.  Thus, when they sighted a Right 

whale they meant it was the "right" whale 

to harpoon and easier to handle.  For more 

information the interested reader is 

referred to 

Wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Pacific_right_wha

le and 

www.afsc.noaa.gov/news/north_pacific_rig

ht_whale_2017.htm 

 

 

Eubalaena Japonica Drawing North Pacific Right Whale 

 

 

 

http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/news/north_pacific_right_whale_2017.htm
http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/news/north_pacific_right_whale_2017.htm


 
 

 

 

Have you had any especially memorable racing / cruising adventures lately?  Come to the 

Pub and tell us about it!  We’ve had some great stories lately and we all enjoy hearing what’s 

been going on and where our members and friends have been off to.  The meetings are 

pretty much an open mic night, so come and give us your story. 

 

 
 

   

Pub Quiz!!! 

 
The competition is becoming intense!          
Come join us. 

 
Prizes!

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wild Turkey Classic Plastic 

 

November 24, 2018



 

 
 
 
 
 

……….And a big thanks to all our sponsors 
 

Victoria Pub and Grill 
Island Packers 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

VSC Newsletter contributions….. 

 
.  Please email to Paula@intelligentwt.com. 

 
 

 
 

Membership & Sponsorship 

 
…….and don’t forget to pass along the Membership and Sponsorship information to all your 
friends, family, acquaintances, business partners and anyone you pass on the street

mailto:Paula@intelligentwt.com


 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Club Location: 

 
1413 S. Victoria Ave # F 
Ventura, CA  93003 
805-650-0060 

 
www.venturasailingclub.com 

Meetings: 

 
Second Tuesday of every month 
6:30 PM…or approximately thereafter…or 
sometime after everyone finishes dinner 

 
Gatherings: 

 
Fourth Tuesday of every month… 
somewhere near 6:30 PM 

Newsletter Sponsorships: 

Business card sized advertisements 
$20 for 3 months or $70 per year 

 

 

Submit Contributions to: 
Paula Sharpe ……… Paula@intelligentwt.com 

Deadline for contributions…The Ides of each month 

We need content from you, the members, along with suggestions you may have for articles. 

http://www.venturasailingclub.com/
mailto:Paula@intelligentwt.com
mailto:Paula@intelligentwt.com

